Chemical context
Extended, conjugated -systems are of great interest for both fundamental as well as applied materials research. They are typically utilized as key components for optoelectronic devices, such as organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic photovoltaics (OPVs), or as electrode materials in lithium batteries, often acting as the functional layer within these devices (Wu et al., 2007; Harvey, 1997) . Archetypal examples from this class of compounds are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which can be considered as well-defined cutouts of graphene with adjustable molecular structure design and predictable supramolecular arrangements (Rieger & Mü llen, 2010) . The properties of these all-carbon compounds can be further improved by substitutional doping with main-group elements, which has long been known for elements such as nitrogen, phosphorous, or sulfur (Stę pień et al., 2017) . However, only a few boron-doped PAHs have been synthesized to date, mainly because of synthetic difficulties (von Grotthuss et al., 2018) .
The three-coordinate boron centre can be regarded as an equivalent to a carbenium ion due to its vacant p z orbital, and therefore acts as both a -electron acceptor and -electron The molecular packing in both structures is very similar. In Figs. 5 and 6, molecules that occupy a similar position in both structures are drawn with the same colour in order to illustrate the similarities between the structures.
In ( A perspective view of one molecule in the asymmetric unit of (I). H atoms are omitted for clarity.
Figure 3
A perspective view of one molecule in the asymmetric unit of (II). H atoms are omitted for clarity.
Figure 2
A perspective view of the four molecules in the asymmetric unit of (I). H atoms are omitted for clarity. Only B, O and S atoms are labelled.
Figure 4
A perspective view of both molecules in the asymmetric unit of (II). H atoms are omitted for clarity. Only B, O and S atoms are labelled. distance of 3.8 Å between the thia-boraanthracene planes (Fig. 7) .
In (II), there are two C-HÁ Á Á interactions with HÁ Á ÁCg less than 3.0 Å [C4A-H4AÁ Á ÁCg(C11A-C16A) i : HÁ Á ÁCg = 2.77 Å , C-HÁ Á ÁCg = 147 ; C15A-H15AÁ Á ÁCg(C31-C36) ii :
692 Radtke et al. Partial packing diagram of (I). The molecules containing O1A, O1B, O1C and O1D are the four symmetry-independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. The molecule containing O1E was generated by the symmetry operator 1 À x, Crystal packing of (I). Molecules occupying similar positions in (I) and (II) are drawn with the same colour to illustrate the similarities between (I) and (II).
Figure 6
Crystal packing of (II). Molecules occupying similar positions in (I) and (II) are drawn with the same colour to illustrate the similarities between (I) and (II).
Figure 8
Partial packing diagram of (II). The molecules containing O1 and O1A are the two symmetry-independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. The molecule containing O1B was generated by the symmetry operator x, 1 HÁ Á ÁCg = 2.91 Å , C-HÁ Á ÁCg = 138 ; symmetry codes: (i) x, 1 2 À y, 1 2 + z; (ii) 1 À x, 1 À y, Àz] and there is a -interaction between two thia-boraanthracene fragment related by a centre of inversion (Àx + 1, Ày + 1, Àz + 1) with an approximate distance of 3.8 Å between the thia-boraanthracene planes (Fig. 8 ).
Database survey
There are structures in the CSD (version 5.40 of November 2018; Groom et al., 2016) in which the thia-boraanthracene scaffold is comparable with the title compound, namely 2,9-dit-butyl-7,14-dimesityl-7,14-dihydro-5,12-dithia-7,16-diborapentacene (LIPFAS; Agou et al., 2007) , 10-mesityl-10H-9-thia-10-boraanthracene (LIPFEW; Agou et al., 2007) and 10-mesityl-2,3,7,8-tetramethoxy-10H-phenothiaborine (QONKAG; Kobayashi et al., 2009) . The B-C and S-C bond lengths as well as the C-B-C and C-S-C bond angles do not vary markedly between (I), (II) and the three comparable structures retrieved from the CSD (see Table 1 ).
Synthesis and crystallization
10-Bromo-9-thia-10-hydro-10-borananthracene was synthesized according to a literature known procedure (Solé & Gabbaï, 2004) . 2-Aminoethanol (60 mg, 0.98 mmol) was added to a solution of 10-bromo-9-thia-boraanthracene (90 mg, 0.33 mmol) in 10 mL of toluene at room temperature. The yellow solution turned colorless overnight and a fluffy precipitate formed. The solvent was removed and the obtained white solid was dissolved in 5 mL of ethanol without further purification. 1 mL of 6N HCl was added to this clear solution at 273 K, after which the reaction mixture turned opaque, further addition of 5 mL of 1N HCl caused the formation of a voluminous precipitate. After stirring for 90 minutes at 273 K, the reaction mixture was filtered, and the residue was washed with ice-cold water (3 Â 3 mL). The remaining white solid was dried under vacuum at 333 K to remove traces of water and was afterwards sublimated under vacuum at 503 K to give Table 1 Comparison of B-C and S-S bond lengths and C-B-C and C-S-C bond angles (Å ,  ) . 
Refinement
Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in Table 2 . The H atoms for both structures were refined using a riding model with C-H = 0.95 Å and with U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C). The fractional contribution of the minor twin domain refined to 0.4753 (7) for (I) and 0.4547 (15) for (II). The absolute structure of (I) could not be reliably determined, the Flack x parameter (Parsons et al., 2013) refined to 0.28 (3). It is remarkable that (I) and (II) show almost the same cell parameters. The a and c axes of (II) were chosen in order to refine the structure in the conventional setting for P2 1 /c. Compound (I) crystallizes in the monoclinic non-centrosymmetric space group P2 1 with four molecules in the asymmetric unit. A search for higher symmetry with the program PLATON (Spek, 2009 ) reveals that 97% of the structure complies with a centre of inversion and PLATON suggests a space group change to P2 1 /c. However, the structure cannot be refined successfully in this space group. The displacement parameters of two atoms go NPD and the figures of merit are rather bad (R 1 = 0.339, wR 2 = 0.722). On the other hand, compound (II) can be refined in the centrosymmetric space group P2 1 /c with just two molecules in the asymmetric unit. A closer look at the systematic absence exceptions for (I) ( Table 3 ) and (II) ( Table 4 ) reveals a remarkable difference between the two. For (I), the reflections which should be extinct for an a glide plane are weaker than those for a c or an n glide plane. Nevertheless, they are definitely observed. For (II), on the other hand, the reflections which should be extinct for a c glide plane are doubtlessly extinct. In (II), the displacement ellipsoids of some C atoms in the outer positions of the aromatic rings are enlarged, which is most probably due to slight disorder. This disorder can be explained by a rotation of the thia-boraanthracene moiety about an axis perpendicular to the mean plane of this fragment running through the center of the central ring.
Acta Cryst. (2019). E75, 690-694 research communications Table 3 Systematic absence exceptions for (I) (space group P2 1 ). used to refine structure: SHELXL2014 (Sheldrick, 2015) . Molecular graphics: XP in SHELXTL-Plus (Sheldrick, 2008 )′
and Mercury (Macrae et al., 2008) for (I); XP in SHELXTL-Plus (Sheldrick, 2008) for (II). Software used to prepare material for publication: SHELXL2014 (Sheldrick, 2015) and publCIF (Westrip, 2010) for (I); SHELXL2014 (Sheldrick, 2014) for (II).
10,10′-Oxybis(9-thia-10-hydro-10-boraanthracene) (I)
Crystal data 
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. Refinement. Refined as a 2-component twin. 
Geometric parameters (Å, º)
S1A-C12A 1.756 (6) S1C-C12C 1.753 (7) S1A-C2A 1.757 (7) S1C-C2C 1.760 (7) S2A-C32A 0.9500 C36C-H36C 0.9500 S1B-C12B 1.758 (7) S1D-C12D 1.744 (7) S1B-C2B 1.770 (7) S1D-C2D 1.765 (7) S2B-C22B 1.752 (7) S2D-C32D 1.753 (7) S2B-C32B 1.759 (7) S2D-C22D 1.763 (7) O1B-B1B C12A-S1A-C2A 106.4 (3) C12C-S1C-C2C 105.9 (3) C32A-S2A-C22A 106.9 (3) C32C-S2C-C22C 106.6 (3) B2A-O1A-B1A
146.0 (6) B2C-O1C-B1C 166.0 (7) O1A-B1A-C1A 120.7 (6) O1C-B1C-C1C 118.4 (7) O1A-B1A-C11A 117.9 (6) O1C-B1C-C11C 119.7 (6) C1A-B1A-C11A 121.4 (5) C1C-B1C-C11C 121.9 (5) O1A-B2A-C21A 117.4 (7) O1C-B2C-C21C 119.0 (7) O1A-B2A-C31A
121.7 (6) O1C-B2C-C31C 118.1 (7) C21A-B2A-C31A
121.0 (6) C21C-B2C-C31C 122.9 (5) C2A-C1A-C6A
116.4 (6) C2C-C1C-C6C 116.8 (6) C2A-C1A-B1A
122.2 (6) C2C-C1C-B1C 121.5 (6) C6A-C1A-B1A
121.3 (6) C6C-C1C-B1C 121.7 (6) C1A-C2A-C3A
121.3 (6) C1C-C2C-C3C 120.7 (6) 116.6 (7) C32C-C31C-C36C 116.9 (7) C32A-C31A-B2A
sup-11
121.2 (6) C32C-C31C-B2C 121.1 (6) C36A-C31A-B2A
122.1 (6) C36C-C31C-B2C 122.0 (6) C31A-C32A-C33A 120.6 (7) C31C-C32C-C33C 120.5 (6) C31A-C32A-S2A
125.5 (6) C31C-C32C-S2C 124.4 (6) C33A-C32A-S2A
114.0 (6) C33C-C32C-S2C 115.1 (5) C34A-C33A-C32A 120.2 (7) C34C-C33C-C32C 120.6 (6) C34A-C33A-H33A 119.9 C34C-C33C-H33C 119.7 C32A-C33A-H33A 119.9 C32C-C33C-H33C 119.7 C33A-C34A-C35A 120.3 (7) C33C-C34C-C35C 119.8 (7) C33A-C34A-H34A 119.9 C33C-C34C-H34C 120.1 C35A-C34A-H34A 119.9 C35C-C34C-H34C 120.1 C36A-C35A-C34A 119.6 (7) C36C-C35C-C34C 119.6 (7) C36A-C35A-H35A 120.2 C36C-C35C-H35C 120.2 C34A-C35A-H35A 120.2 C34C-C35C-H35C 120.2 C35A-C36A-C31A 122.7 (7) C35C-C36C-C31C 122.7 (7) C35A-C36A-H36A
118.6 C35C-C36C-H36C 118.7 C31A-C36A-H36A
118.6 C31C-C36C-H36C 118.7 C12B-S1B-C2B 106.0 (3) C12D-S1D-C2D 106.4 (3) C22B-S2B-C32B 106.5 (3) C32D-S2D-C22D 106.1 (3) B1B-O1B-B2B 164.8 (7) B1D-O1D-B2D 165.9 (7) O1B-B1B-C1B 119.6 (7) O1D-B1D-C1D 120.6 (7) O1B-B1B-C11B
119.3 (7) O1D-B1D-C11D 118.0 (7) C1B-B1B-C11B
121.1 (6) C1D-B1D-C11D 121.4 (6) O1B-B2B-C31B 118.6 (7) O1D-B2D-C31D 117.4 (7) O1B-B2B-C21B 120.0 (6) O1D-B2D-C21D 119.2 (7) C31B-B2B-C21B
121.3 (6) C31D-B2D-C21D 123.3 (6) C2B-C1B-C6B
115.0 (6) C2D-C1D-C6D 116.0 (7) C2B-C1B-B1B
123.2 (6) C2D-C1D-B1D 121.6 (6) C6B-C1B-B1B 121.7 (6) C6D-C1D-B1D 122.4 (6) C3B-C2B-C1B 123.0 (7) C1D-C2D-C3D 122.1 (7) C3B-C2B-S1B 113.5 (5) C1D-C2D-S1D 124.6 (6) C1B-C2B-S1B 123.6 (5) C3D-C2D-S1D 113.3 (5) C2B-C3B-C4B
118.8 (6) C4D-C3D-C2D 119.4 (7) C2B-C3B-H3B 120.6 C4D-C3D-H3D 120.3 C4B-C3B-H3B 120.6 C2D-C3D-H3D 120.3 C5B-C4B-C3B 120.3 (7) C3D-C4D-C5D 121.1 (8) C5B-C4B-H4B 119.8 C3D-C4D-H4D 119.5 C3B-C4B-H4B 119.8 C5D-C4D-H4D 119.5 C4B-C5B-C6B 120.1 (7) C6D-C5D-C4D 119.4 (7) C4B-C5B-H5B 120.0 C6D-C5D-H5D 120.3 C6B-C5B-H5B 120.0 C4D-C5D-H5D 120.3 C5B-C6B-C1B
122.8 (6) C5D-C6D-C1D 122.0 (7) C5B-C6B-H6B
118.6 C5D-C6D-H6D 119.0 C1B-C6B-H6B
118.6 C1D-C6D-H6D 119.0 C12B-C11B-C16B 116.1 (7) C12D-C11D-C16D 117.6 (7)
sup-13
Acta Cryst. (2019). E75, 690-694 C12B-C11B-B1B 121.4 (6) C12D-C11D-B1D 122.1 (6) C16B-C11B-B1B
122.5 (6) C16D-C11D-B1D 120.3 (7) C11B-C12B-C13B 122.1 (7) C11D-C12D-C13D 119.9 (7) C11B-C12B-S1B 124.6 (5) C11D-C12D-S1D 123.9 (5) C13B-C12B-S1B 113.3 (5) C13D-C12D-S1D 116.2 (5) C14B-C13B-C12B 118.7 (7) C14D-C13D-C12D 119.8 (7) C14B-C13B-H13B 120.6 C14D-C13D-H13D 120.1 C12B-C13B-H13B 120.6 C12D-C13D-H13D 120.1 C15B-C14B-C13B
121.1 (8) C15D-C14D-C13D 120.5 (8) C15B-C14B-H14B 119.5 C15D-C14D-H14D 119.8 C13B-C14B-H14B 119.5 C13D-C14D-H14D 119.8 C14B-C15B-C16B 119.5 (7) C14D-C15D-C16D 120.7 (9) C14B-C15B-H15B 120.3 C14D-C15D-H15D 119.6 C16B-C15B-H15B 120.3 C16D-C15D-H15D 119.6 C15B-C16B-C11B 122.5 (7) C15D-C16D-C11D 121.4 (8) C15B-C16B-H16B
118.7 C15D-C16D-H16D 119.3 C11B-C16B-H16B
118.7 C11D-C16D-H16D 119.3 C22B-C21B-C26B
117.4 (7) C22D-C21D-C26D 116.9 (7) C22B-C21B-B2B
121.4 (6) C22D-C21D-B2D 120.5 (6) C26B-C21B-B2B
121.2 (6) C26D-C21D-B2D 122.6 (6) C21B-C22B-C23B 121.2 (7) C21D-C22D-C23D 121.9 (6) C21B-C22B-S2B
124.7 (6) C21D-C22D-S2D 124.7 (5) C23B-C22B-S2B 114.1 (5) C23D-C22D-S2D 113.5 (5) C24B-C23B-C22B 119.2 (7) C24D-C23D-C22D 118.8 (7) C24B-C23B-H23B 120.4 C24D-C23D-H23D 120.6 C22B-C23B-H23B 120.4 C22D-C23D-H23D 120.6 C23B-C24B-C25B 120.4 (8) C23D-C24D-C25D 120.8 (8) C23B-C24B-H24B 119.8 C23D-C24D-H24D 119.6 C25B-C24B-H24B 119.8 C25D-C24D-H24D 119.6 C26B-C25B-C24B 120.5 (7) C26D-C25D-C24D 120.0 (7) C26B-C25B-H25B 119.8 C26D-C25D-H25D 120.0 C24B-C25B-H25B 119.8 C24D-C25D-H25D 120.0 C25B-C26B-C21B 121.3 (7) C25D-C26D-C21D 121.7 (7) C25B-C26B-H26B 119.3 C25D-C26D-H26D 119.2 C21B-C26B-H26B 119.3 C21D-C26D-H26D 119.2 C32B-C31B-C36B 116.9 (6) C36D-C31D-C32D 117.0 (6) C32B-C31B-B2B
122.1 (6) C36D-C31D-B2D 122.5 (6) C36B-C31B-B2B
121.0 (6) C32D-C31D-B2D 120.5 (6) C33B-C32B-C31B 120.8 (6) C31D-C32D-C33D 119.9 (7) C33B-C32B-S2B 115.5 (5) C31D-C32D-S2D 124.8 (5) C31B-C32B-S2B 123.7 (5) C33D-C32D-S2D 115.3 (5) C34B-C33B-C32B 120.5 (7) C34D-C33D-C32D 121.0 (7) C34B-C33B-H33B 119.8 C34D-C33D-H33D 119.5 C32B-C33B-H33B 119.8 C32D-C33D-H33D 119.5 C33B-C34B-C35B 119.9 (7) C33D-C34D-C35D 119.8 (7) C33B-C34B-H34B 120.0 C33D-C34D-H34D 120.1 C35B-C34B-H34B 120.0 C35D-C34D-H34D 120.1 C36B-C35B-C34B 120.2 (8) C36D-C35D-C34D 119.1 (7)
sup-14
Acta Cryst. (2019). E75, 690-694 C36B-C35B-H35B 119.9 C36D-C35D-H35D 120.5 C34B-C35B-H35B 119.9 C34D-C35D-H35D 120.5 C35B-C36B-C31B 121.7 (7) C35D-C36D-C31D 123.2 (7) C35B-C36B-H36B 119.1 C35D-C36D-H36D 118.4 C31B-C36B-H36B 119.1 C31D-C36D-H36D 118.4
B2A-O1A-B1A-C1A −85.0 (12) B2C-O1C-B1C-C1C −151 (3) B2A-O1A-B1A-C11A 97.8 (11) B2C-O1C-B1C-C11C 30 (3) B1A-O1A-B2A-C21A 177.5 (9) B1C-O1C-B2C-C21C −116 (3) B1A-O1A-B2A-C31A −3.8 (14) B1C-O1C-B2C-C31C 64 (3) O1A-B1A-C1A-C2A −174.7 (6) O1C-B1C-C1C-C2C −170.6 (6) C11A-B1A-C1A-C2A 2.5 (10) C11C-B1C-C1C-C2C 8.2 (10) O1A-B1A-C1A-C6A 5.1 (10) O1C-B1C-C1C-C6C 9.3 (10) C11A-B1A-C1A-C6A −177.8 (6) C11C-B1C-C1C-C6C −171.8 (6) C6A-C1A-C2A-C3A −1.8 (10) C6C-C1C-C2C-C3C −1.5 (9) B1A-C1A-C2A-C3A
178.0 (6) B1C-C1C-C2C-C3C 178.5 (7) C6A-C1A-C2A-S1A 177.7 (5) C6C-C1C-C2C-S1C −179.5 (6) B1A-C1A-C2A-S1A −2.6 (9) B1C-C1C-C2C-S1C 0.5 (9) C12A-S1A-C2A-C1A 0.7 (7) C12C-S1C-C2C-C1C −6.9 (7) C12A-S1A-C2A-C3A −179.9 (5) C12C-S1C-C2C-C3C 175.0 (5) C1A-C2A-C3A-C4A
1.7 (10) C1C-C2C-C3C-C4C 0.9 (11) S1A-C2A-C3A-C4A −177.8 (6) S1C-C2C-C3C-C4C 179.1 (6) C2A-C3A-C4A-C5A −1.1 (11) C2C-C3C-C4C-C5C 0.2 (12) C3A-C4A-C5A-C6A 0.6 (12) C3C-C4C-C5C-C6C −0.6 (13) C4A-C5A-C6A-C1A −0.8 (12) C4C-C5C-C6C-C1C 0.0 (12) C2A-C1A-C6A-C5A
1.3 (11) C2C-C1C-C6C-C5C 1.1 (11) B1A-C1A-C6A-C5A −178.4 (7) B1C-C1C-C6C-C5C −178.9 (8) O1A-B1A-C11A-C16A −4.7 (10) O1C-B1C-C11C-C12C 169.8 (6) C1A-B1A-C11A-C16A
178.1 (7) C1C-B1C-C11C-C12C −9.0 (10) O1A-B1A-C11A-C12A
177.0 (6) O1C-B1C-C11C-C16C −7.3 (10) C1A-B1A-C11A-C12A −0.2 (9) C1C-B1C-C11C-C16C 173.9 (7) C16A-C11A-C12A-C13A −0.8 (9) C16C-C11C-C12C-C13C −0.1 (10) B1A-C11A-C12A-C13A
177.6 (6) B1C-C11C-C12C-C13C −177.4 (7) C16A-C11A-C12A-S1A 179.8 (5) C16C-C11C-C12C-S1C 178.3 (6) B1A-C11A-C12A-S1A −1.8 (9) B1C-C11C-C12C-S1C 1.1 (9) C2A-S1A-C12A-C13A −177.8 (5) C2C-S1C-C12C-C11C 6.0 (7) C2A-S1A-C12A-C11A
1.6 (6) C2C-S1C-C12C-C13C −175.5 (5) C11A-C12A-C13A-C14A 0.1 (10) C11C-C12C-C13C-C14C −0.2 (11) S1A-C12A-C13A-C14A 179.5 (5) S1C-C12C-C13C-C14C −178.8 (6) C12A-C13A-C14A-C15A 0.6 (11) C12C-C13C-C14C-C15C −0.9 (12) C13A-C14A-C15A-C16A −0.6 (11) C13C-C14C-C15C-C16C 2.3 (13) C14A-C15A-C16A-C11A −0.2 (12) C14C-C15C-C16C-C11C −2.7 (13) C12A-C11A-C16A-C15A 0.9 (11) C12C-C11C-C16C-C15C 1.6 (11) B1A-C11A-C16A-C15A −177.5 (7) B1C-C11C-C16C-C15C 178.8 (7) O1A-B2A-C21A-C26A −0.9 (10) O1C-B2C-C21C-C26C −4.1 (11) C31A-B2A-C21A-C26A −179.6 (7) C31C-B2C-C21C-C26C 176.1 (7) O1A-B2A-C21A-C22A
179.5 (6) O1C-B2C-C21C-C22C 179.2 (7) C31A-B2A-C21A-C22A 0.8 (10) C31C-B2C-C21C-C22C −0.6 (11)
sup-15
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C26A-C21A-C22A-C23A 1.8 (10) C26C-C21C-C22C-C23C 2.7 (10) B2A-C21A-C22A-C23A −178.5 (7) B2C-C21C-C22C-C23C 179.6 (7) C26A-C21A-C22A-S2A −176.6 (5) C26C-C21C-C22C-S2C −177.8 (6) B2A-C21A-C22A-S2A 3.0 (9) B2C-C21C-C22C-S2C −0.9 (10) C32A-S2A-C22A-C23A 177.8 (5) C32C-S2C-C22C-C23C −179.2 (6) C32A-S2A-C22A-C21A −3.6 (7) C32C-S2C-C22C-C21C 1.4 (7) C21A-C22A-C23A-C24A −2.9 (11) C21C-C22C-C23C-C24C −1.7 (11) S2A-C22A-C23A-C24A
175.7 (6) S2C-C22C-C23C-C24C 178.8 (6) C22A-C23A-C24A-C25A 2.3 (12) C22C-C23C-C24C-C25C 0.6 (12) C23A-C24A-C25A-C26A −0.8 (12) C23C-C24C-C25C-C26C −0.7 (12) C24A-C25A-C26A-C21A −0.2 (12) C24C-C25C-C26C-C21C 1.9 (12) C22A-C21A-C26A-C25A −0.3 (10) C22C-C21C-C26C-C25C −2.8 (11) B2A-C21A-C26A-C25A −179.9 (7) B2C-C21C-C26C-C25C −179.7 (8) O1A-B2A-C31A-C32A
177.5 (6) O1C-B2C-C31C-C32C −178.3 (7) C21A-B2A-C31A-C32A −3.8 (10) C21C-B2C-C31C-C32C 1.4 (11) O1A-B2A-C31A-C36A −0.7 (10) O1C-B2C-C31C-C36C 1.8 (11) C21A-B2A-C31A-C36A
178.0 (6) C21C-B2C-C31C-C36C −178.5 (7) C36A-C31A-C32A-C33A 0.6 (10) C36C-C31C-C32C-C33C −1.3 (10) B2A-C31A-C32A-C33A −177.7 (7) B2C-C31C-C32C-C33C 178.8 (7)
179.2 (6) S2C-C32C-C33C-C34C −179.2 (6) C32A-C33A-C34A-C35A −0.4 (12) C32C-C33C-C34C-C35C −0.6 (11) C33A-C34A-C35A-C36A 1.0 (11) C33C-C34C-C35C-C36C 0.1 (11) C34A-C35A-C36A-C31A −0.8 (10) C34C-C35C-C36C-C31C −0.3 (11) C32A-C31A-C36A-C35A 0.0 (10) C32C-C31C-C36C-C35C 0.8 (11) B2A-C31A-C36A-C35A
178.2 (6) B2C-C31C-C36C-C35C −179.2 (7) B2B-O1B-B1B-C1B −122 (2) B2D-O1D-B1D-C1D −41 (3) B2B-O1B-B1B-C11B 60 (3) B2D-O1D-B1D-C11D 138 (3) B1B-O1B-B2B-C31B −149 (2) B1D-O1D-B2D-C31D 132 (3) B1B-O1B-B2B-C21B 30 (3) B1D-O1D-B2D-C21D −50 (3) O1B-B1B-C1B-C2B −179.8 (7) O1D-B1D-C1D-C2D −177.2 (7) C11B-B1B-C1B-C2B −2.1 (11) C11D-B1D-C1D-C2D 3.5 (11) O1B-B1B-C1B-C6B 0.2 (11) O1D-B1D-C1D-C6D 1.3 (11) C11B-B1B-C1B-C6B 177.9 (6) C11D-B1D-C1D-C6D −178.0 (7) C6B-C1B-C2B-C3B −0.5 (10) C6D-C1D-C2D-C3D −1.9 (10) B1B-C1B-C2B-C3B 179.6 (7) B1D-C1D-C2D-C3D 176.8 (7) C6B-C1B-C2B-S1B 179.7 (5) C6D-C1D-C2D-S1D 178.7 (6) B1B-C1B-C2B-S1B −0.3 (10) B1D-C1D-C2D-S1D −2.7 (10) C12B-S1B-C2B-C3B −178.3 (5) C12D-S1D-C2D-C1D 0.4 (7) C12B-S1B-C2B-C1B
1.6 (7) C12D-S1D-C2D-C3D −179.1 (6) C1B-C2B-C3B-C4B −0.3 (11) C1D-C2D-C3D-C4D 1.1 (12) S1B-C2B-C3B-C4B
179.5 (6) S1D-C2D-C3D-C4D −179.4 (6) C2B-C3B-C4B-C5B 0.6 (11) C2D-C3D-C4D-C5D 0.3 (12) C3B-C4B-C5B-C6B −0.1 (12) C3D-C4D-C5D-C6D −0.7 (12)
sup-17
Acta Cryst. (2019). E75, 690-694 S2B-C32B-C33B-C34B −179.7 (6) S2D-C32D-C33D-C34D 179.2 (6) C32B-C33B-C34B-C35B −0.5 (11) C32D-C33D-C34D-C35D −0.1 (12) C33B-C34B-C35B-C36B 0.7 (12) C33D-C34D-C35D-C36D 0.6 (12) C34B-C35B-C36B-C31B 0.0 (12) C34D-C35D-C36D-C31D 0.0 (12) C32B-C31B-C36B-C35B −0.9 (11) C32D-C31D-C36D-C35D −1.1 (11) B2B-C31B-C36B-C35B 179.1 (7) B2D-C31D-C36D-C35D −179.2 (7)
10,10′-Oxybis(9-thia-10-hydro-10-boraanthracene) (II)
Crystal data Special details Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. Refinement. Refined as a 2-component twin. 
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (

